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‘If not now, when? If not us, who?’

I

n her talk at the Yea Wetlands Speaker Series, ‘Lessons from
penguins’, Fern Hames reminded us that the challenges of
climate change belong to us - we who are alive now, in this
decade. It is a powerful message and one 2030Yea is acting
on.
Thanks again to Bev Dick for her cartoon here and on page 4. I
couldn’t pass up the opportunity to use the ‘Zero Emissions
House’ image to inform readers that my husband and I are
finally making the tree change and will soon be residents of
Yea. We are looking forward to then.
We say goodbye and good luck to John and Adele Anderson.
John was one of 2030Yea’s founding members and its
Treasurer from the beginning. John and Adele have moved
from Yea and will be sorely missed. John has written a farewell
article for Watt Matters about heat pumps. Thanks to John for
his contributions over the past three years towards the
2030Yea mission.
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2030Yea - What’s on
Project EDGE
Think about being a part of this great project

P

roject EDGE is a federally funded ARENA (Australian Renewable Energy Agency) program designed to
re-jig our electricity supply to be a more reliable, dynamic, two-way system, based on renewable
energy. It’s a virtual power plant that’s rolling out across the Hume Region with township launches, of which
Yea is one.
With project partners, AEMO (the Australian Energy Market Operator), AusNet Services (energy
wholesaler) and Mondo (commercial arm of AusNet Services), this community-focused program will help
subsidise batteries for homes and businesses. Not only will these batteries serve a 16-month trial, but they
will also provide back-up power supplies and save money for their owners.
During the trial period participants would lend energy that their PV system has produced and stored in
household batteries to Ausnet when demand is high and have it paid back when there is an excess being
produced.

Homeowners and commercial properties in Yea can learn more and are able to sign up by visiting
the Project EDGE website https://mondo.com.au/edge
Yea Wetlands speaker series

T

here is still time to attend this speaker series funded by the Victorian Government and presented by
2030Yea and the Yea Wetlands Discovery Centre. By the end of May four leaders in climate change
action will have shared their expertise in tackling climate change, either virtually or in person, at the
beautiful Yea Wetlands Discovery Centre. You can attend the last presentation in person or virtually, and if
you join in person you will also be treated with a delicious supper and a glass of local wine.

Up next on Friday May 27 - Glen Morris, General Manager of Smart Energy Lab, and
Lucinda Flynn, Home Energy Assessment Advisor ‘Energy Eﬃcient and Sustainable
Communities’
Book online now! Supper, great discussion and company, and a glass of wine promised.

ENERGY EFFICIENT AND SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

Friday 27 May, 6pm-8pm
Presented by Glen Morris, General Manager of Smart Energy Lab
& Lucinda Flynn, Home Energy Efficiency Assessor
Glen Morris is the General Manager of Smart Energy Lab, Solarquip, and Solaris
and road tests most of Australia’s renewable hardware at the top of Mt
Toolebewong in the Yarra Ranges. The Moora Moora community, where he lives
and works, is powered by one big Microgrid, all stitched together by Glen. Lucinda
Flynn runs Going Green Solutions and has worked in the sustainability and energy
efficiency industry for more than 10 years. She will talk about the key aspects of
home energy efficiency and suggest some practical and affordable solutions to
making our homes more energy efficient and comfortable.
Join us to learn how, by reducing energy use in our homes, we can all make a
difference and help mitigate our contribution to climate change.

Tickets - trybooking.com/BXPOT
$5pp - includes drinks & nibbles for
in-person sessions
Virtual tickets also available
to view via Zoom

This event is supported by
the Victorian Government

YEa WETLanDS DISCOVErY CEnTrE TaUnGUrUnG COUnTrY 2 HOOD STrEET YEa 5797 2663
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Fern Hames ‘Leadership Lessons from Penguins’
On Friday April 1 Fern Hames, Director, Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental
Research, DELWP, gave a colourful and energetic presentation, where she advocated
for science and for diversity within the sciences, including more women. She had many
cute slides and stories of penguins! Among her many messages to leaders in climate
change action, she urged the need to persist and stick with your vision, stressing, ‘If
not us, who? If not now, when?’

Fern Hames

Dr Saul Griﬃth ‘The Big Switch’
On Friday 29 April, Dr Saul Griffiths, Author, Inventor and Engineer, and founder of
Rewiring Australia, appeared virtually to spread the good news that we will be able to
electrify our communities, and it will be simple to achieve. No-one will be left behind
because the price of electricity generation, solar panels, electric vehicles etc will come
down, and governments will increase their subsidies over the next decade. On the
individual level he recommended making a plan to switch your home over to
electricity. See Elaine Furniss’ review of Saul’s book The Big Switch, on page 8.
Andy McCarthy, CEO RACV Solar, introduced the second session and spoke about
the work RACV Solar has been doing to support the goal of electrifying homes and
community buildings in Yea, for example the solar and battery installation at the Yea
recreation reserve. A highlight of this event was the guest appearance of a Tesla
electric vehicle.

Saul Griffiths

David Watkins, Head of
Commercial Sales, RACV Solar
with the Tesla electric vehicle.
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Home Energy Efficiency Advice
service
By Bec Bowles

W

e are well aware of the community’s curiosity
around where we are at with our Home Energy
Efficiency Advice service. We are not assessors or auditors
as we have not done an accredited course, but we are
equipped to offer advice. The short course we have done
is made available for members of renewable energy
groups so they can offer energy advice to homeowners.

Four 2030Yea committee members Bruce, Clare, Alister
and myself (Bec) took leave of our senses and spent three
consecutive Saturdays at Box Hill TAFE, Lilydale, to
engage in all things energy efficient. The course is run by Lucinda Flynn, an accredited Scorecard energy
efficiency assessor, and secured through partnerships with Box Bill Institute of TAFE, Yarra Valley
Community Energy Hub and Going Green Solutions. Our places were funded by Hume Community
Energy Hub.
We had our first lesson on April 2nd and learnt that there are three main factors to home energy efficiency:
• a building’s shell thermal efficiency
• appliance behaviour
• user behaviour
From there we went for a deep dive into what these three points mean. There were a lot of questions and
answers, many light bulb moments and oh yeses, ‘of course that makes sense’. There is no sense, for
example, installing solar panels when the heating and/or cooling just leaks out of the house. This is where
the service is at its most practical: the team will work out where the leaks are and offer practical advice how
to fix the problem. The second session was a continuation of the first and the third day was putting theory
into practice - the fun bit! Now, with our new knowledge, we will start offering the Home Energy Efficiency
Advice service to householders in Yea, firstly to those who have already put their names down. Contact us
to get in the queue!
The Home Energy Efficiency Advice service is a great initiative by 2030Yea. Consultations are free so
contact 2030Yea at 2030yea@gmail.com today for your free energy efficiency advice.

Insulation matters

from Rosemary Simon-Ralph

Before moving to Yea we built and lived in a straw bale home. The straw bales were
excellent for insulation in both summer and winter (they also took up a lot of space as
the walls were bale depth). When we relocated to Yea we put new insulation into our
roof cavity and immediately noticed a drop in power usage.
If current home owners in Yea are looking at installing solar, or other form of
renewable energy, plus battery, it is also necessary to check their insulation as poor
insulation will still result in high power usage, perhaps even exceeding the power
they are able to generate.
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To EV or not to EV … that is the question
By Clare Daly

L

ike many others, I’ve been thinking about getting an electric vehicle (EV) to reduce our family’s carbon
emissions and the running costs of a family vehicle. Of course, the first thing I am thinking about is price
- can I afford one? Next, range - how far will I be able to travel? But at a recent EV community information
event run by the Yarra Valley Community Power Hub, I learnt that there is much more to consider, from the
personal to the technical.

The personal from Kimjan Achille
Kimjan’s presentation, Why we bought an EV, looked at how different members of his family had different
wishes. Kimjan wanted zero emissions, performance and cost; his wife wanted safety and practicality; the
kids wanted space for friends and 'a car that doesn’t fart'!
Kimjan bought a 2020 MG EV that cost $42,000 and has a 260km range. He transitioned from a VW Tiguan
to a work EV to the MG. After a year’s experience driving the car that the family named Sunny because it
used solar to charge, he found that it satisfied all of the family’s wishes (his wife would have liked a bit more
range). The kids wonder why all cars aren’t EVs, and they love talking about the car to their friends!

The technical from Bryce Gaton
Bryce is an expert on electric vehicles and a contributor to The Driven and Renew Economy. He has been
working in the EV sector since 2008 and is currently working as EV electrical safety trainer/supervisor for
the University of Melbourne. He also provides support for the EV transition to business, government and
the public through his EV transition consultancy EVchoice.
Bryce talked about how the EV transition was coming in all forms – cars, trucks, bicycles, motorcycles,
planes, flying cars, autonomous vehicles, buses, ferries with 40MW batteries and 80% running cost savings.
He pointed out that transitions happen faster than you think, for example in April 1900, horse and buggy
was the primary method of transport on 5th Avenue, New York. By Easter 2013, cars filled the Avenue!
A key part of his presentation discussed how in the not-too-distant future, your car battery might be used in
a variety of ways:
• vehicle to load – to run appliances in the home, caravan or power tools from a tradie’s electric ute
• vehicle to home (behind the meter) – to provide power to the home at night or in a black out
• vehicle to grid – excess can be exported to the grid
• vehicle to X refers to all of the above.
Bryce also discussed the range of AC chargers that can be purchased for the home and predicted that 90%
of charging will happen at home but cautioned against melting power cords if using the standard 10amp
power point! There are various DC fast chargers in the public network, such as the Tesla chargers behind
Foodworks in Yea. The good news is that the National network is growing rapidly with the standardisation
of DC connectors and availability of adaptors.
Bryce cautioned to be careful with range estimates as there are three different, commonly referred to
standards – NEDC (old European standard, commonly 30% too high); WLPP (new European standard for
city/suburban driving); and US EPA standard (suburban to regional driving). To read more about these
standards, see Bryce’s article Why are new electric vehicle range standards often so different? in The
Driven, August 7, 2019.
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Permission for diagrams
from Bryce Gaton

Top four myths about EVs:
• Are EVs overall more polluting? No
• Can the grid handle the extra load? Yes
• Can EV batteries be recycled? Yes
• Do EV batteries last? Yes

For more
myth-busting
information, read Top 10
urban myths about electric
vehicles that deserve to die by
Bryce Gaton, The Driven,
November 3, 2021.

Finally, price parity with petrol or diesel vehicles will begin in 2024 in
Australia. Buying a second-hand EV, for example like those imported from
Japan by the Good Car Company, is a possibility. I am very excited about the
benefits of owning an EV, but I will be waiting and watching or a while longer until
prices come down, the EV battery can be used to provide power to my home and the National Network
expands to the point where range anxiety is a thing of the past.
You can contact Bryce Gaton at EVNews@bigpond.com
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Turning up the heat
Heat pump hot water systems
By John Anderson

A

heat pump hot water system uses three to five times less power than a standard electric hot water
system to heat the same amount of water. Annual cost to run a heat pump is around $350, whereas a
standard system costs around $1200.

How a heat pump works
Heat pump water heaters are refrigeration engineered devices which operate similar to air conditioners or
refrigerators. They use refrigerant fluids with a boiling point at -30 to -55 degrees celsius which means heat
can be transferred from one place to another very quickly. For the technically minded, the fluid passes
through a circuit of pipes, heat exchangers and a push compressor where it expands, gasifies and absorbs
heat in an evaporator and on the other side of the cycles it liquefies and gives out the heat in a condenser.

How a heat pump works

Types of heat pump
In May 2020 we replaced our electric hot water system with a Chromagen Midea heat pump system and
installed at 170 litre tank system. This seemed large enough as mainly there are only two of us, but is an
issue when family and friends stay over. We leave it in hybrid mode where it heats when required at any
time of the day to ensure that we always have hot water. It does have a function to heat at a set time period.
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I have now been a member of 2030Yea for some time and also view a Facebook page called ‘My Efficient
Electric Home’ where there is a lot of information and advice on the best system to install. Now that I know
more, I would install a top of the range unit, either Sanden or Reclaim.
Why would I do this? Firstly they are quieter when heating. Secondly they are more efficient so take less
time to heat so less electricity and lower running costs.
Recently two locals asked my opinion on replacing an old electricity hot water system with a heat pump
and I recommended a Sanden or Reclaim even though they cost more. One installed a Reclaim and the
other a Sanden. Both have been pleased with their choice, in particular with the advice and support
provided by the installers.
Both claimed rebates to reduce the cost of the installation, which are:
• Small-scale Technology Certificates (STCs). This was in the order of $1100 but depends on the heat
pump model being installed and post code. See solar water heater STC calculator at https://www.recregistry.gov.au/rec-registry/app/calculators/swh-stc-calculator
• Victorian Energy Efficiency Certificates (VEECs) are available when certain energy efficiency activities are
undertaken in residential or non-residential premises. Each certificate represents one tonne of
greenhouse gas emissions reduction (CO2-e).
• Solar Victoria Rebate, $1000 available if customer is pre-approved, see www.solar.vic.gov.au/solar-hotwater-rebate
The supplier can include these rebates in the proposal.
There is range of HW heat pumps available and a comparison table is provided available at https://
www.facebook.com/groups/MyEfficientElectricHome/permalink/4281712805206463
*2030Yea is considering a bulk buy of HWS Heat Pumps. If you would like further information contact 2030Yea at
2030yea@gmail.com

Reclaim heat exchanger

Chromagen heat pump
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Take a leaf out of …
The Big Switch - Australia’s electric future by Saul
Griffith. Published by Black Inc 2022
Reviewed by Elaine Furniss

T

his book is an easy read and crammed full of arguments for
having an all-electric life, which we can mostly achieve with
solar PV, wind and hydro. Griffith also has an angle on equity which
I really like. ‘You can’t half solve climate change. You can’t have half
the people subscribing to and affording the solutions while leaving
the less wealthy behind. If we choose to actually address climate
change we are de facto choosing to help everyone afford those
solutions.’ (p4)
His list of less than useful options for tackling climate change
includes: carbon sequestration geo-engineering, hydrogen waste
elimination, veganism, population control or growing trees.
To have any hope of a 1.5C world we have to reduce carbon
emissions by 75% by 2030. Griffith outlines how Australia is remiss in its attitude towards reducing carbon
and suggests that ending the use of fossil fuels as the basis for the world’s energy supply is by far the most
significant thing we can do to get to zero net emissions. No more exports, Australia.
In Chapter 4 he outlines Australia’s energy options and the reasons we could become an energy
superpower: sparse population, huge access to solar and wind.
Chapter 5, defined by Griffith as the most important chapter in this most important book, is about
electrifying everything, and he breaks it down into the parts of our home and beyond: cars, space heating,
water heating, cooking with electricity (and magnets), electrifying industry and the whole of the Australian
economy. It’s sort of like a pan-vision view of what’s possible.

The electrify everything innovation, described in Chapter 6, will mean things (eg EVs, heat pumps,
batteries) will get cheaper, making electrification affordable to everyone.
There’s a more than overdue dig at politicians and regulations in Chapter 9. Griffith stresses the critical
importance of good policy to underpin the big switch to electrification of everything. He lauds those who
have become our solar heroes: John Howard, Martin Green and Geoff Stapleton. Griffith provides three
steps for getting policy on a better footing:
• stop subsidising the problem
• eliminate red tape to make the task cheaper
• focus government funds on the energy transition through pilots, inclusive incentives, rebates and
subsidies. See Watt Matters p 11 for Victorian government programs relevant to homes and business.
I think the best idea in the book is a pilot described in ‘One location, all the things’ (Chapter 9, p143): by
rewiring 60-70% of free-standing homes which take power from the same distribution transformer (around
about 50 homes) we can test electrification. A larger pilot would then aggregate homes connecting to
adjacent distribution transformers. Could Yea participate in this pilot? The author incudes a section of short
stories about family members who have electrified their homes and businesses, and a terrific tale (probably
a bit tall) of behaviour change in an old bushy. Indeed, electrification is for everyone.
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2030Yea News
Yea Sustainability Day in pictures

A

great day with special thanks to RACV Solar.

Although held some months ago you might want to reflect again on the
success of this day.
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Cool new program to keep your home comfortable
Do you have an old gas, electric or wood heater at home? Through the Home Heating and
Cooling Upgrades Program, you might be eligible for rebates to upgrade to an energy
efficient reverse split cycle system.
This program is for owner-occupier household with an approved concession card, or with a
combined household income of less than $90,000.
This program is supporting people to replace an existing gas, fixed electric or wood heating
or no heating with an energy-efficient reverse-cycle air conditioner from the approved
products list.
For more information go to: https://www.heatingupgrades.vic.gov.au/

Seeking installers

Indigo Power is proud to announce that we’re acting as an intermediary for Sustainability
Victoria’s Small Business Energy Saver Program. We are looking for local installers of energy
efficient equipment (heat pump hot water systems, space heating and cooling systems), who
are Clean Energy Council accredited, to undertake the installation of these new systems. If
you or someone you know may be interested, send a message to
support@indigopower.com.au.

Save energy and money
Reduce your energy use and save money at home. Find out about discount energy saving
products, in-home energy assessments, and solar power https://www.victorianenergysaver.vic.gov.au/save-energy-and-money
Learning about your energy use can help make your business more efficient and save you
money - https://www.victorianenergysaver.vic.gov.au/energy-advice-for-business
Also now available is the the Small Business Energy Saver Program for Small Business
at https://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/energy-efficiency-and-reducing-emissions/in-abusiness/small-business-energy-saver-program/small-business-energy-saver-program-forsmall-businesses

Home Energy Efficiency Advice service

2030Yea is now offering a home Energy Efficiency Advice service.
There is much you can do to reduce your energy consumption, reduce your bills and lower
your carbon footprint.
Have a chat with our advisors at the Yea Market (1st Saturday of the month) or contact us via
2030yea@gmail.com
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